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KINDER CORNER

FIRST FEATURES

When asked about their favorite part

During P.E., Finn practiced pitching and

of our first park day, Evelyn said that

we were both impressed when he slid

she liked the picnic because she didn't

to catch a ball that I threw. Caden

remember ever having one before.

said the walk to the park was his

Declan liked climbing on the play

favorite. When we head out, we stay in

structure after we ate. Kammie liked

the "sandwich". Mr. Alex and I are the

playing Lava Monster, who happened

beginning and end of the line which

to be Mr. Alex. Kayden said she liked

makes us the bread. The students are

the entire afternoon!

the meat, lettuce, cheese, tomato, etc.

OUR CLASS CONSTITUTION
We asked the question,
"How can we create
rules for our classroom
to learn in a safe and
fun environment?" We
learned about God's 10
Commandments, the
difference between
rules and laws, how to
be a super citizen, and
how a bill becomes a
law in our government.
Then we thought up lots
of rules, voted on them,
and created "Our Class
Constitution" which
every student signed.

EXTRA CURRICULARS
Every afternoon, we finish the day with a
fun activity. On Mondays, we conduct a

science experiment. We learned that every
action has a reaction. Then we tied a

balloon to a string and blew it to the other

side of the room. On Tuesdays, we do an
art project. We learned about Paul Cezanne and painted a basket of apples. On
Wednesdays, Mr. Alex teaches music. We learned rhythms by reading notes and
rests. Then we learned about wind, string, and percussion instruments while Mr.
Alex demonstrated the guitar, ukulele, violin, trumpet, recorder, accordion, a
djembe drum from Uganda, and an ocarina from Japan. (His piano was too
heavy to bring downstairs.) We always end the music lesson with a fun song
while Mr. Alex leads us with his ukulele or guitar. On Thursdays, we have P.E.
while we are at the park. We played "Volcanoes and Ice Cream Cones" and then
started learning 4-Square with two people and two squares. The week before,
we practiced throwing tennis balls and catching them with a cone. We will
continue to build on skills so that we can play complete games soon. We finish
the week with "Fun Friday" where students get to play games or build with Legos
or some other fun activity while we open the Discovery Store. Students can use
the Super Tickets that they have been earning all week to buy something cool.
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